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Abstract
Information technologies bring into view not only ideas and their transmission via electronic devices,
but also means of expression and the meanings they assume for readers / listeners / viewers. This transformation -- from information through technology to expressions and their meanings -- is an intrinsic
part of any electronically mediated communication. This project explores one such electronically mediated text, Tango Finlandia, a segment of the popular American news program, 60 Minutes, as it has
been broadcast and discussed prominently in the United States and Finland. Analyses of exchanges between Finnish and American students demonstrate how the "exact same" televisual information and the
"exact same" English words convey information that is transformed into two different expressive systems with very different cultural meanings.
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Introduction
Information technologies bring into view not only ideas and their transmission via electronic devices,
but also means of expression and the meanings they assume for readers/listeners/viewers. This transfo rmation -- from information through technology to expressions and their meanings -- is an intrinsic part
of any electronically mediated communication. This project explores one such electronically mediated
text, Tango Finlandia, a segment of the popular American news program, 60 Minutes, which has been
broadcast in the United States and Finland. The basic plot of this segment explains the unexpected existence of Tango in a Nordic country that champions “silence.” The implicit contrast between Tango and
quietude, and between silence in Finland and speaking in the US, provides the main drama for the segment. The primary data for the study, which have been gathered during the past decade in Finland and
the United States, include (1) written and spoken reactions to the video clip, (2) observations of aud iences viewing the clip, and (3) observations of audiences viewing the clip without any sound (the latter
being productive as a result of our preliminary analyses).
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These initial data produced by Finnish and
American viewers have created materials for intensive cross-cultural exchanges. Analyses of
these exchanges demonstrate how the "exact
same" televisual information and the "exact same"
English words convey information that is transformed into two different expressive systems with
very different cultural meanings. Implications of
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these findings are discussed for the study of information technologies as, inevitably, parts of cultural
systems of expression. Highlighted through the analyses are both cultural ways of communicating information and the cultural meanings that are imp licitly embedded in that information, here being demonstrated between US-American speakers of English and Finns who have a good command of English.
Our current analysis of data has a conceptual and an empirical dimension. The conceptual approach to
understanding the tacit role of culture in multimedia and information technology is a nested conceptualization of cultural discourse, understood here to be a system of words, phrases, visual images, forms of
action, and their meanings. We interpret meanings as saying something about action itself, social relations, emotions, and identity. Within each system of cultural discourse, we explore initially how partic ular terms and images co-occur in identifiable clusters. Next, we explore sets of clusters that create discursive themes, then sets of themes, and their semantic fields, all of which create, we argue, a cultural
discourse. Our basic conceptual unit, therefore, is a whole-part relationship between a particular wordimage, and the larger expressive system of which it is a part. This approach employs a cultural theory of
interpretation by focusing on the ways cultural discourse both presumes and creates knowledge about
persons, actions, social relations, and feelings.
The discussion below introduces some example s of instances from our data of pedagogical development.
This demonstrates the ways students and teachers alike can become aware of the role of culture in their
uses of media and information technologies. The main issues we address here involves the visual and
verbal portrayals of scenes, and the ways these are seen and interpreted differently. We focus in partic ular on "silence", "brooding", "dare to come/speak to you", "shy" and "melancholy" for each carries different meanings in their respective cultural landscapes. A general issue here is the reliance upon English
as an international language, with a special interest in understanding how discursive formulations about
cultural others implicate messages about one's cultural self. A good command of English and access to
modern communication technology clearly provides opportunities for pedagogical development and
communication across cultures. One of our goals is to create learning environments in which students
can develop competence to discover and interpret meaning (CDIM) when communicating in English via
information technologies. Finnish students often learn English with the goal of speaking like native
speakers of English rather than primarily using English in multiple cultural contexts. As a result, they
sometimes develop email communication styles that are effective within their own speech community
but not necessarily understood by persons from other cultures. American students easily universalize
their assumptions about communication in English, generally, and via email in particular. Responses to
different forms of media via different forms of information technology provide opportunities to develop
CDIM with sensitivity to multiple contexts.

Practical Aspects of the Learning Process
Exchange Goal
A primary pedagogical goal is the creation of a learning environment that is supportive of an evolution
in participants’ abilities to comprehend and explain the meanings in, for example, American and Finnish
speech. In particular, after viewing Tango Finlandia, we asked viewers to move within and beyond the
video clip to understand local social practices and taken- for- granted cultural premises associated with
those practices. Eventually, American students learned to explain Finnish ways of communicating from
a Finnish rather than an American perspective; the Finnish students learned, in turn, to explain their Finnish ways from a Finnish perspective, and to do so in English. Using English carried its challenges because it didn't always capture nuances in Finnish cultural meanings, and thus reaffirmed common
American misconceptions. Helping students explore this process was our main goal.
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Basic Approach
We characterize our approach as a reflection on reflection. This is a process of discovery that involves
exposure to stimulus materials such as the videotape and email messages about it, exercises designed to
examine details in these materials, reflections upon personal experiences, and the creation of a portfolio.
This approach helps students develop competence in the discovery and interpretation of their own and
others’ cultural meanings. In short, the experiences begin with spontaneous responses to Tango Finlandia and evolve towards an email exchange between Finnish and American students with a focus on the
meaning of everyday cultural practices and the (English and Finnish) language being used to characterize the meanings of these practices.

Core exercises at the beginning of the learning process: Students
1. Read and discuss a neutral out-of-context exercise, consisting of statements related to social
ways of communicating and being. Students eventually discover that Finns in Tango Finlandia
made the statements.
2. Watch segments of a soundless version of Tango Finlandia, discuss and reflect in writing about
their interpretation of what they saw.
3. Watch the entire video clip as presented on 60 Minutes, discuss, and write their interpretations of
what they saw and heard.
4. Compare, discuss and write about how their responses to the out-of-context exercise, the viewing
of soundless segments and the full version of Tango Finlandia modified or reinforced their interpretation of the out-of-context exercises, which students now realize is the speech of Finns in the
video clip.
5. Read examples of previously produced Finnish and American conversation rules (guidelines for
feasible and appropriate ways of communicating in the respective cultures), discuss, and write
about the connection between the rules and the speech in Tango Finlandia.

Exchange "procedures"
1. American students send their responses to the video clip and questions to the Finnish students.
2. Finnish students discuss the American interpretations and answered their questions.
3. Finnish students received more questions from the American students who are trying to interpret
the cultural meaning of the Finnish speech in the video clip.
4. Finnish students send questions to the Americans about the meanings of American speech in the
video clip.
5. American students begin to focus on particular scenes in the video clip that are associated with
the out-of-context exercise, and they send their interpretations, as well as additional questions, to
Finnish students for suggestions and modifications.
6. Finnish students develop their ability to explain the local Finnish meanings in Finnish practices
that are difficult for American students to understand. At this stage acquired knowledge about
Finnish cultural practices becomes essential to the cross-cultural flow of information.
7. American students send a copy of their final essay on Finnish cultural ways of communicating,
and Finnish students become aware of the some of the strategies that they had developed to help
Americans students escape an American frame of reference and begin to enter a Finnish frame of
reference.
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Learning results
1. American students involved in an intensive, if short email exchange, become aware of the complexity but also the possibilities of learning from the exchange with Finnish students, and they
astonish the Finnish students by demonstrating the evolution in their ability to understand Finnish cultural practices from a Finnish perspective.
2. Finnish students gain insights into American practices but the main learning comes from realization that they must become aware of the taken for granted in their cultural practices and develop
the ability to use English in a way that non-Finns can understand the "natural" Finnish way to be
from a Finnish perspective.

Dealing with Three Salient Contexts
The learning experience involves three salient contexts: American culture, Finnish culture, and the
Tango media context. By getting Finnish comments, one can add to the Tango context, and when
American students become aware of taken-for-granted American assumptions, they become aware of the
cultural dimension in media manipulation: how media turns strangers upside down so that locals
(USAmerican viewers) "understand" strangers or at least feel good about themselves.
A fundamental challenge is development of awareness of the need to focus on how Finnish quietude can
be full of meanings. This suggests multiple dimension of non-verbal communication that comes from
observation of the environment and the people in it. With the exception of Finnish cinema students, very
few Finnish and American students are aware of this challenge prior to the learning experience. Fundamental questions also remain after the initial learning experience: what forms of media and IT communication help us have a more holistic approach to the communication process. To what extent do dimensions of personal, professional and cultural frames of reference influence our use of "neutral" technical
forms of communication -- both at the visual level and the level of human ways of communicating,
which can be non- verbal and verbal in an international language.

Two Aspects of the Learning Process
We briefly introduce two aspects of the learning process below:
1. Evolution in the interpretation of Finnish ways of being and speaking in the out-of-context exe rcise, the soundless version of segments of Tango Finlandia, and the broadcasted version of
Tango Finlandia
American students and Finnish business students tend to move in a negative direction as they go through
this process. The American students simply hear American media interpretations of a highly respective
"news" program that make sense, given the reputation of 60 Minutes, American cultural practices, and
the students' assumptions about appropriate communication. The Finnish business students want Finns
to be more open and are concerned about negative images of Finns abroad. In contrast, Finnish cinema
students focus on the technical aspects of the video clip. They immediately detect (1) the video's manipulations of images to reinforce negative American descriptions of Finns and (2) the non-verbal communication of Finns who send a message of humor in their speech. They easily distinguish between the
positive, if exaggerated and humorous, speech of the Finns and the editing strategies of 60 Minutes that
turn humor into "facts", sending an American message about Finns to Americans. If othe r Finnish students tend to require a little more time to view the video again and reflect, American students require
considerably more time, successful only when reinforced by Finnish explanations.
2. Finnish cultural responses to American questions and interpretations of Finnish communication
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The initial American reactions to Tango Finlandia include the following words that one group used to
describe Finns: cold (3 times), depressed/sad/unhappy (9 times), lifeless, impersonal (2), emotionless
(5), serious (3), private (2), shy (5), rude (2), unfriendly (2), lonely, miserable. When the American
teacher asked for observations about the list, a girl said, "they're all negative." The teacher mentioned
that he had not asked for negative terms, so "why is this list negative?" Another student said, "they're not
like us, so we see them that way." The teacher then observed, "so not like us means something negative?" And the students were "stuck."
Students began to send observations and questions to Finnish students and the process of becoming "unstuck" gradually began to take place, especially for those students who participated in email exchange
with Finnish students. The examples of Finnish responses to American perplexity represent only the tip
of the data currently being analyzed by the research team that includes Lu Anne Carbaugh in addition to
the authors. Each statement contained terminology, and the images associated with it, that sent negative
messages to most American viewers.
Example 1: a local man explaining Finnish ways of communicating.
"We’re a silent, brooding people we think a lot. We like to keep our privacy and give the fellow
man his privacy -- keep a distance."
Finnish student's reply to questions about example 1: "My interpretation for Knutas [the local man] saying that Finns are “silent, brooding people” is that we are quiet and comfortable with quietness.
Having our own privacy is important to us and there are moments when a Finn wants to be in
his/her own thoughts and that is not seen as a problem in Finland and it is not supposed to have a
negative connotation."
Examples 2 & 3: a local woman describes how a person approaches other people and an American
commentator makes an observation to which a local person replies.
Example 2: a local woman describes how a person approaches other people.
"We have like a wall here. We try to look at you and watch who you are -- what you are before
we dare to come to you and speak with you and I guess the American people are more like hi -who are you. Where are you from? Nice meeting you. I love you."
Example 3: an American commentator makes an observation and a local person replies.
The American commentator says : it strikes me traveling around this country that people are terribly shy
particularly the men.
The local person replies: among ourselves, we think that is the natural way to be, not to sort of stick out.
It’s easy to see that from coming from another country you think of it as shyness, and it probably
is yes.
Finnish student: "my interpretation for example 2 and example 3 would be that we (Finns) want to protect ourselves from the unknown but we also want to protect the other person from the unknown.
We want to respect the other person’s privacy and in a way make sure that he/she really wants to
talk. In Finland it’s ok not to talk all the time and in my opinion most of the Finns don’t feel
awkward when nobody talks. We don’t feel that we have to talk just for talking (in order to avoid
silence) and we can feel comfortable when nobody is talking, we are comfortable with quietness."
Example 4: a local man talks about the lyrics of tango songs in his country.
The local person says: Lyrics is very important because the stories are quite sad and melancholy stories,
and they are they are necessary to [our] people.
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The American asks: why this sadness?
The local man replies: because we are very melancholy people here in [our country] and we need that.
Finnish student: In [example 4] my interpretation for “melancholy” is that it doesn’t really mean pessimism. It might mean sadness (e.g. after a loss) but in my opinion melancholy could also be ne utral or even positive. Melancholy might mean that a person is longing for something (something
that he/she won’t necessarily ever have) but it doesn’t mean that melancho ly plays a great role in
his/her life. Melancholy is something that is there but it doesn’t make us pessimistic and it
doesn’t mean that we pity ourselves all the time.

Student Produced Conclusions
At the end of this complex process of being misled by but also enabled by different forms of media and
information technology, many American students who were unable to participate in the email exchange
remain perplexed about Finnish mentality and social practices, even though the Finnish email information had been shared with them via the teachers in the course, which consisted of over 300 students at
the American university. In contrast, the small group of American students who participated in an email
exchange with the Finnish students were able to develop the ir ability to discover and interpret some of
the Finnish cultural meanings hidden from them when first viewing Tango Finlandia.
As a final American essay by email correspondents put it,
"Our exchange with Finnish students has brought new insight on our perspective of Finnish culture. When we first viewed “Tango Finlandia” we had a skewed vision of what Finnish culture
was like …. After exchanging e-mail with our Finnish counterparts, our understanding of Finnish
culture and in particular, the cultural rules and premises related to the expression of love, was
clarified. We have a clearer understanding of a portion of the Finnish culture and have also
been able to deduce certain premises in a small part of the American culture. Our better understanding of the way in which the Finnish people live, gives us, as Americans, a better sense of
the way we exist. Ultimately our work this semester, focusing on the Finnish communication
patterns, has helped us to realize and accept that one culture is not right nor wrong; just different."
When the Finnish students read this final essay, a typical Finnish response is:
"After reading the American final essay I realised that the American students’ evolution in the
development to understand Finnish communication was actually pretty amazing. During the
course they were open-minded enough in trying to explore Finnish communication and the cultural codes within it. They analysed Tango Finlandia very carefully and despite of the American
narrator they were able to criticise the stereotypes that the video presents. I was also very glad after noticing that the American students were able to present their explanations about Finnish
communication in a positive way. They combined the information they received from different
channels and I have to say that I am very impressed.
I also noticed some development in my own abilities to explain Finnish meanings. As I mentioned earlier in the text it is very difficult to explain things that you take for granted. Analysing
Tango Finlandia and [ex]changing views with exchange students and American students during
the course helped me to explain Finnish meanings. I still consider the task very difficult yet rewarding. Reading the American final essay also helped me in this challenging task. I am glad
that I was able to help the Americans to understand Finnish communication but I was also happy
to realise that with their contribution I was able to understand my own culture better."
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